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A Case

A seventy-five years old woman is suffering from ischemic (or) cerebrovascular attack in an ambulance on the way to the hospital. The ambulance is a governmental one and there is no need for health insurance for the patient. Daughter of the patient is in the ambulance and reading a Holy Book in the immediate vicinity. While the patient is getting worse, prehospital emergency care givers start the endotracheal intubation procedure. However, the daughter opposes this intervention strongly and says: "Why do not you let her die in a peace and also listen sacred words at her last chance?!"

Question

The crucial question is "When does the paramedics’ duty end?"

Implications

First of all, it needs to accept that there are wide range of issues related to prehospital emergency medicine and refusal of treatment.

For defining it clearly, it may be categorized in four duties for paramedics in this situation. It can also be called ethical, legal and social implications (ELSI) of prehospital emergency care. However, clinical issues probably, take much more important role of the process.

When general principles surrounding consent and refusal can be discussed in theory, it is often more complicated in the real settings [1]. Besides, it is very difficult to consider in advance every possible conflict that might arise. With a view to emergency care for patients, the emergency care givers have an intrinsic duty to understand not only clinical but also ELSI of the case. The answers are not so clear in many times and the conditions are slippery slope, at all. Besides, it might be likely resulted in unintended consequences.

Four duties for paramedics in this case are:

1- Clinical Duty

There are global aspects for clinical duties all over the world. In emergency situations, health care providers are accepted as that is their duty to evaluate the patient. Especially in professional environment (in an ambulance here), expectation of the society from health care professionals that provide emergency care in a paternalistic approach and perform an act of benevolence [2].

As a requirement of professionalism, paramedics should perform emergency care to the patient that what kind of care she needs. Paramedics have the medical equipments in the ambulance to consider the situation for the patient and should they determine the severity of the clinical status. Most of the clinical signs and measurements are clear for determining the emergency, and there are optimized algorithms for what to do in every clinic situations.

Basically, there are not so much choices in clinical aspects for paramedics in an emergency acting in beneficence of the patient. The duty is clear; follow the clinical signs.

2- Ethical Duty

Refusal of treatment is one of the fundamental rights of the patients [3]. All patients have both a right to treatment and also a right to refuse treatment. However, it raises dilemma in an emergency. Giving emergency care is considered as a humanitarian duty [4]. Furthermore, prehospital emergency health professionals tended to adopt a more paternalistic approach [5].

The most critical conflict occurs at the scene that the paramedic faces difficulties in decision-making. Issues about consent and refuse the treatment are to be considered together as they are closely related to each other [1]. For the refusal to be valid, first requirement is the patient’s capacity to make any decision. If it does not meet, there is no need to other processes of informed consent [6]. Then, paramedics should try to do their best for unconscious patient. Intubating the patient and performing the procedure is an ethically sound solution for that case.

But, the interesting thing makes the situation as a slippery slope is cultural diversity. In some culture, it is expected from health care providers to act paternalistic for the patients, and in some culture act respectively to individual decision of the patients. Cultural diversity surely makes the world better place, however it is also an obstacle to reach global ethics idea of some bioethical issues like refuse of treatment. It is about the role of the people that who would decide on the patient’s best interest and values. Is that person someone relative of the patient, or professional emergency care givers?

3- Legal Duty

The legal concepts for prehospital emergency care, refusal of treatment, right to die in peace and relatives / bystanders in ambulance, vary country to country. It depends on the legal aspects of the community and it is clearly very difficult to make a global discussion on this issue, at all.

Fortunately, one of the things that gets the conflicts simple is effective communication [7,8]. About the communication skills; "Making good ethical decisions requires a trained sensitivity to the ‘human factor’ of patient interaction. It is necessary to have a well-developed awareness of how alternative actions should be valued as ‘good and bad’, ‘right and wrong’ says, Nordby [9]."

4- Social Duty

Some issues related to religion, dying, end-of-life care and etc. are understandably changeable on society’s view. It is highly important for
paramedics maybe not to believe exactly as the communities have, however know and respect the social values of the current community he works in. For example in Thailand; hospitals and related health services (i.e., ambulances) as places to die, they are amoral, dangerous, devoid of ceremonial history and haunted by spirits [10]. People would like to prefer to die at home because of moral power from a history of beneficial ceremony.

Additionally, it is very common and desirable thing in many societies that reading and listening some kind of religious words and praying for the dying one, when someone from the family is in quotes. It is also an issue of human dignity that emergency care providers should take an account. It is essential as an ethico-social point to recognize the humanity and individuality of every patient to preserve and promote human dignity in diverse cross-cultural settings [11]. Surely, respect the patient as a unique human being, thus promoting patient dignity [12]. People know the relatives on how the patient would like to die. It is not only health care providers to decide what to do about dying patient, but also relatives who knows the patient's values and end-of-life desires.

As professional values; telling the truth, telling bad news, humanity, compassion to patient and her relatives and communication skills are big issues in prehospital emergency care. It might be the great indicator of professionalism for a paramedic that sometimes there is medically nothing to do for the patient, however choosing the right words for telling the situation make a significant difference to comfort the relatives. Communication skills of the health care givers are closely related to internalize the community's values, at all.

Discussion

It is the fact that some experts tend to consider legal issues in the forefront on these issues more than other implications of the cases [13]. Of course, this behavior is partly understandable as nobody wants to get into trouble with the law. However, the legality is not all everything in current times. For example, slavery was legal once upon a time but it was not ethical. So, it does not mean that if something is legal, it is also acceptable for ethical aspects.

Another opposition to consider ELSI of (prehospital emergency, here) medical care is, the possible difficulties in definition of the duty on any profession. In today's society, it follows a trend that all professions should divide into unique branches that specifying only restricted part of the whole. Unfortunately, it is concluded many people knowing the some special issue but not the whole. In modern times, it needs the conceptual professionals in all parts of the professions [14].

One of the important things on conceptual professionalism is education process of the profession. What makes the paramedic self-confident is the education and his knowledge on all aspects of his duties. When he knows there is nothing better to do than he did, he may get satisfaction of the job. Provided that a well-equipped training and practical education, most of the professionals would find the better way of their duties and the society would benefit it, as well.

At the end, there is probably one point that leading a doubt is malfeasance within the scientific and clinical community. This situation is, of course not only specific for prehospital emergency medicine but all medicine including health-care professionals-patient relationship. It needs awareness of malfeasance for health-care community and institutional self-control mechanisms.

Answer

It depends on which implications the paramedics mostly take into account. It will be probably better to consider ELSI and clinical assessment all together. However, it is very difficult attempt to accommodate with solutions and analysis in advance on emergency cases. All cases are unique and therefore it needs to think on the issues in advance.

The important thing is to be aware of all aspects of the case, try to the better, learn ELSI of the profession, try to improve communication skills and get calm.

And the last voice from the transceiver is: "Paramedic, your duty never ends!"
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